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When the e�ect of combined blast induced shock wave and fragment penetration impact load is su�ciently large enough to induce
severe damage in structures compared to individual actions of only-blast and only-impact load, this scenario is called synergetic
e�ect of simultaneous actions. �e combined nature of those dual actions aggravates damage and collapses of structures. �is
paper presented the state-of-the-art review on e�ect of di�erent parameters, dynamic responses, failure types, and damage
mitigation techniques for structures prone to combined actions of blast induced shock wave and fragment impact loads based on
�ndings of experimental, numerical, and analytical research works conducted in previous literature.

1. Introduction

Accidental loads such as blast and impact loads are most
extreme load cases on which their probability of occurrence
is very low, but once they occurred, they have a devastating
damage on a given structure. It is obvious that no civilian
buildings can be designed to bear all types of damage
resulting from accidental actions such as blast and impact
loads. But, the need for studying complicated nature of
accidental loads speci�cally combined e�ects of blast-impact
loads is very crucial and nowadays engineers give due
consideration on synergetic e�ects of combined blast and
impact loads in analysis and design phases of very important
buildings and infrastructures.

When an explosive material is initiated to detonate, part
of the energy (1/3) converted as a blast induced shock wave
which travels to a surrounding air in radial form, and the
remaining energy (2/3) imposes an imparted pressure to
fragmenting the case, on which these fragments travel to a
surrounding air as a striking body DOD [1]. �is scenario
makes a combined e�ects of blast and impact loads, typically

the blast-impact load on which the blast induced shock wave
hits a structure prior to a striking body [2, 3]. Researchers
anticipated that synergetic e�ects of combined blast-impact
(or impact-blast) loading scenario could happen in another
di�erent conditions. One example is a cased explosive
material with large scaled distances detonates on which the
fragments from the case hit a given structure prior to blast
induced shock wave; another example is the case on which
vehicles and vessels carrying explosive materials crashed
with a barrier (structure) leading a �rst impact load followed
by explosion from the cargo points which may also be
combined loading cases of impact-blast [4, 5].

Due to the reason of risks, expensiveness, and security
reasons, currently there are very limited experimental
studies in the literature for the combined loading e�ects of
blast and impact, when compared to numerical studies. Few
authors [6–12] explicitly investigated synergetic e�ects of
combined blast and impact loads on reinforced concrete
beams and columns. Similarly, researches on dynamic e�ects
of combined blast-impact load on RC slabs were conducted
by [13–15]. Moreover the papers [3, 16–18] numerically
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studied combined effects of blast and fragment loading on
walls whereas researchers [19–25] investigated combined
blast-impact loading scenario on different plates, panels, and
decks. Furthermore, combined effect of aforementioned
loading scenario was also investigated on mass concrete
[4, 26, 27].

1.1. Technical Design Manuals. Currently, synergetic com-
bined effects of blast and impact loads are not considered in
major design codes and engineers are not as well practicing
application of simultaneous load cases during structural
design phases. ASCE [28] listed lack of general awareness,
unexpected, and unexplored nature of accidental loads as
main factors for the reason why such simultaneous actions of
accidental loads are not considered in practice. Despite
limiting factors, there are some design guidelines and
standards prepared for structures under accidental loads (see
Table 1).

A few manuals [1, 29–32] presented guidelines for
analysis, design, and damage mitigation techniques for
structures under explosion effects. CSA [30] explicitly dis-
cussed acceptance criteria and regulations for structural
integrity and mitigation of disproportionate collapse of
frame systems against blast load whereas manuals
[1, 29, 31, 32] provided typical detailing schemes for con-
crete, steel, and composite structures.

Among available guidelines, DOD [1] presented a brief
introduction on blast, fragment, and shock loads in both
confined and unconfined explosion cases. In contrary to
other guidelines, DOD [1] has charts for both spherical and
hemispherical TNT explosion scenarios. )ose charts are
sometimes called Spaghetti curves and are always critical
parameters to be considered for analysis and design of blast
resistant structures.

Besides this, all design manual guidelines share a
commentary point on material properties under high strain
rate; structural analysis and design; and assessment and
mitigation techniques for concrete, steel, composite, and
masonry structures against explosion related effects.

Guidelines [33, 34] synthesized an impact induced load
from vessel collision and simplifies impact loading case by an
equivalent static load based on deformation-force and ki-
netic energy of the impactor (vessels). On the other hand,
UK’s highway agency [35] forwarded a suggestion on effect
of vehicle collision based on experimentally reported
equivalent nominal loads applied horizontally on bridge
columns.

1.2.(eoreticalBackground. Explosion is a sudden release of
energy which is possible by extreme ignition of highly
combustion material which makes expansion of gases in
rapid mode. )is expansion of gases makes a transient
change in atmospheric air and radially moves from the
source of explosion to point of interest at supersonic speed
making a shock front in; this shock front pressure is blast
wave [1, 2, 29, 30, 37]. On the other hand, impact load is one
type of impulsive load which results from collision of two
bodies, one with an initial speed hitting another being at rest.

Impulsive loading induced loading can result in strain rates
in ranges of 10°s−1 to 102 s−1 whereas blast loads typically
produce very high strain rate of 102 s−1 to 104 s−1 (Figure 1)
[38].

)ere are two types of blast waves, namely, shock wave
and pressure wave [29]. )e former one (shock wave) is
characterized by its capacity to suddenly change ambient
atmospheric pressure to a peak overpressure. After spending
a specified positive time duration, this peak overpressure
then returns to ambient pressure. Also, it even drops beyond
ambient pressure revealing a suction effect. As opposed to
shock wave, pressure wave has a gradual pressure rise to
peak overpressure followed by a respective drop in pressure
to negative phase (Figure 2).

On the other hand, there are two types of impact loads,
namely, soft and hard impact [37]. Soft impact is charac-
terized by the case when kinetic energy of a striking body is
completely transferred into deformation energy of a striking
energy, while rigidly assumed body at rest remains intact and
undeformed (Figure 3(a)). Explosive load resulting in a blast
induced shock wave is usually not influenced by a structure’s
deformation and belongs to soft impact category, whereas
hard impact occurs when a striking body is rigid on which
kinetic energy of a striker is much largely absorbed by
deformation of a struck body (Figure 3(b)).

2. Methods of Analysis

Available methods for analysis of structures subjected to
combined blast-impact loads can be classified into four
themes:

(i) Analytical methods
(ii) Empirical methods
(iii) Experimental methods
(iv) Numerical methods

Analytical methods are typically based on general
continuum mechanics equations (i.e., law of conservation of
energy and momentum) in which kinematics and me-
chanical response of materials are modeled as a continuous
mass, not as discrete entities. Manuals [29, 30] listed some
methods that can be used for analysis of structures under
accidental loads including single-degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) and multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF); both
methods represent displacement in single coordinates.
SDOF can be used based upon some simplifications in-
cluding single equivalent mass, stiffness, and damping pa-
rameters in a model whereas MDOF is another refined
method, on which a given structure is simplified by series of
lumped masses, stiffnesses, and damping parameters. De-
spite simplification and ease preliminary rough estimations,
analytical methods have shortcomings such as incapability
to represent and capture complex boundaries, loadings, and
local failures or damage modes.

Empirical methods are mainly correlations with exper-
imentally reported data. But this approach is limited to the
extent of referenced experimental parameters. Experimental
study (both field and/or laboratory) is based on controlled
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environment and parameters with a given well-known
specimen under consideration. Moreover, the numerical
method (or sometimes known as first-principle) based on

mathematical and constitutive equations which describes
basics laws of physics governing a problem under conser-
vation of mass, energy, and momentum.
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Figure 1: Range of strain rate for different type dynamic loading.
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Figure 2: Characteristic shapes of blast waves: (a) shock and (b) pressure waves.
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Figure 3: Impact types: (a) soft impact and (b) hard impact.

Table 1: Design code of practices for structures subjected to blast and impact loads.

Year Code/guideline Remark

2012 Design and assessment of buildings under to blast loads,
CSA

Structural design envelope and mitigation technical provisions CSA
[30]

2010 Design of blast resistant buildings in petrochemical
facilities; 2nd ed, ASCE

Introduce load determination systems, type of analysis, method
construction, and detailing of connections ASCE [29]

2009 Guide specification and commentary for vessel collision
design and highway bridges, AASHTO

Applicable for vehicle collision. Use equivalent static load based on
performance-force method of analysis AASHTO [33]

2008 Unified facilities criteria (UFC), prepared by dep. of the
army, navy, air force

Brief explanation on blast, fragment, and shock loads. Introduce
methods of analyses, and structural designs DOD [1]

2004 )e design of highway bridges for vehicle collision loads,
prepared by department of transport, UK

Applicable for vehicle collision and bases equivalent nominal loads
applied horizontally UK’s-Highway-Agency [35]

2003 Actions on structures. European committee (CEN) Use equivalent static force with effect of different parameters CEN [34]

2003 Federal emergency management agency (FEMA),
prepared by department of homeland security

Forward threat, vulnerability, and risks on structures. Introduce
methods of site layout and design guidance FEMA [36]

2003 Minimum design loads for buildings and other structures
(ASCE 7–98)

Introduce on how additional loads such as vibration and impact loads
can be induced in structural design phases ASCE [28]

1986 Blast resistant structures: design manual 2.08., NAFEC Introduce blast types, structural design for blast load NAFEC [31]

1980 A manual for prediction of blast and fragment loadings,
DOE

Methods for predict different blast loading, cratering, ground shock,
and fragmentation DOE [32]
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In the domain of civil engineering structures, especially
for structures susceptible to accidental loads including blast
and impact loads, analytical use of analysis may provide a
suitable platform to get global effects of structures; however,
this does not capture local effects and damage. Furthermore,
use of experimental methods for explosion related studies
makes it expensive and risky. On the other hand, while good
engineering judgment is employed in the accuracy, mesh
sensitivity, material model selection criteria, and use of
numerical method provide good precisions with less risk,
duration, computational cost, iterations, and cycles. Cur-
rently, many commercial finite element computer programs
including ABAQUS, ANSYS, DYNA 3D, LS-DYNA,
ADINA, MSC NASTRAN, and NASTRAN are available for
simulation of explosions and related effects ASCE [29].

3. Material Properties

3.1. Material Modelling. Mechanical properties of any en-
gineering materials are characterized by stress-strain rela-
tionship elucidated in

σ � f(ε), (1)

and taking strain rate and load history into account equation
(1) leads to

σ � f(ε, ε′, ς). (2)

From equation (2), it is noted that different material
models are needed to capture real behavior of various
materials and respective loading conditions. Due to these
reasons, computational FEA programs such as ABAQUS,
ANSYS, DYNA, LS-DYNA, ADINA, MSC NASTRAN, and
NASTRAN account different theories and applications of
material modelling techniques [39].

Material models based on linearity of elastic models can
be classified as linear and nonlinear materials models. Linear
elastic models are known by their simplicity on which a
strain that caused a given stress is directly proportional and
have a linear type of relation. Obviously, it is not suitable for
accidental dynamic loads, whereas nonlinear material model
accounts for a relation beyond linear elastic proportionality
limits of a material.

Based on viscoelasticity perspectives, material models
can be clustered as viscoelastic and plastic models. Visco-
elastic models are known for their inclusiveness of creep and
relaxation cases, whereas viscoplastic models are best well
known for description of impact problems.

Material models based on plasticity can further be
classified into two as follows: (a) elastic-perfectly plastic and
(b) elastic plastic with kinematic hardening. Both material
models are used for analysis system where a system is
allowed to yield plastically; then a restoring force is likely to
be as illustrated in Figure 4 a and b. As shown in Figure 4, it
is evident that to some extent a material deforms elastically
in linear elastic region where then a plastic yielding makes
the curve extend with no slope (elastic-perfect plastic) and
reduced linear slope (elastic-plastic with kinematic hard-
ening). For both cases, when a structure is unloaded, the

behavior is restored in elastic limit unless further reverse
loading produces compression plastic yielding Paz [40].

During analysis of structures under combined blast-
impact loads, influence of stress rate in elastic-perfect plastic
material mode can be taken into consideration by increasing
yield level according to ultimate stress. Likewise, rate effects
upon yield surface of an elastic-plastic with kinematic
hardening material model can be introduced into analysis by
employing hardening parameters.

Under domains of extreme close-range explosion events
with large impactive natures of forces, fracture mechanics
and damage theories are introduced. Fracture mechanics is
clustered into two divisions as linear and nonlinear. )e
linear theory of fracture provides a basis to predict unstable
or catastrophic crack propagations, whereas study on
amount of energy consumed in plastic or microcracked
process zone is more relevant in nonlinear fracture theory
[39]. Damage theory basis principle where such conditions
occur when there is an irreversible degradation of material
under deformation is reached.

3.2. Dynamic Strength of Materials. A structural element
prone to accidental loads such as combined blast-impact
loads elucidates a higher strength in material strength than a
similar element subjected to static load [1]. )is increased
stresses or dynamic strengths are used to compute the el-
ement’s dynamic resistance to applied extreme load.

Typical stress-strain curves for concrete and reinforcing
steel are shown in Figure 5. Solid curves represent stress-
strain relationship for materials tested at strain and loading
rates specified in ASTM Standards at static case. At a higher
strain rate, as represented by a broken line, dynamic ma-
terials strength is greater as compared to static test results
[1, 29].

From the standpoint of structural behavior and design,
the most important effect of strain rate is increased yield and
ultimate strengths of reinforcement and compressive
strength of concrete. For typical strain rates encountered in
reinforced concrete elements subjected to accidental loads,
increase in yield strength of a steel and compressive strength
of a concrete is substantial. )e fast-loading rate results in a
significantly higher yield strength of reinforcement, whereas
ultimate strength of reinforcement is much less sensitive to
strain rate. )e increase in ultimate strength is slight, and
strain at which this stress occurs is slightly reduced. )ere is
essentially no change with strain rate in modulus of elasticity
and rupture strain of a steel. In case of concrete, it is ob-
served that compressive strength of concrete is greater under
rapidly applied extreme load. On the other hand, as strain
rate increases, scant modulus of elasticity increases slightly,
and strain at maximum stress and rupture remains nearly
constant (Figure 5).

4. Response and Failure Modes

A structural response to blast loading depends on the ratio of
blast loading duration (td) and fundamental vibration period
of the structure (T) [41]. When the ratio (td/T) is very small,
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the loading system is in an impulsive state; thus structural
response will depend on induced stress and structural mass
resists applied load. Conversely, if the ratio is large, the states
of stress is in quasi-static mode and structural sti�ness takes
the response. Also, if the ratio of blast loading duration (td)
and fundamental vibration period of the structure (T) is
equal, then the state of stress is in dynamic loading scheme
and in this case, all structural responses depend not only on
inertia and sti�ness but also on damping [41].

4.1. Response of Structures under Blast Load. Many re-
searchers including [42–47] evaluated response of a RC
column subjected to blast load and concluded that severe
e�ect of blast induced shock wave on columns depends on
parameters such as scaled distances, geometry, presence of
axial load, and detailing schemes. Similar studies on steel
columns [48–51] urge use of SDOF analysis to capture in-
¡uence of axial load ratio and strain rate e�ect. On the other
hand, despite associated risk and expensiveness of experi-
mental works, some researchers [52–54] reported experi-
mental work on RC columns prone to explosion. �e
researchers outlined close-in and contact detonations cause
severe damage including direct shears, spalling, scabbing,
and perforation. Magallanes et al. [5] presented an experi-
mentally reported data on steel columns. Experimental work

on e�ect of underwater explosions on RC columns was also
conducted [55, 56] and the researchers reported scaled
distance and location of charge mass had vast in¡uence on
severity of respective damage modes.

Response of RC beams when subjected to blast load was
investigated numerically by few authors [42, 57, 58]. �e
authors gave emphasis on e�ects of strain rates, time-de-
pendent sti�ness degradation factors. Analytical study using
Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theory were per-
formed to characterize impacting loading response [59, 60],
as well as experimental tests [61, 62]. �e researchers re-
ported e�ects of scaled distanced, reinforcement ratios on
limit of damage modes (failure types). On the other hand,
dynamic response of slabs loaded with blast induced shock
waves were also studied numerically by various researchers
[63–69]. �e authors revealed results on cracks formations,
ways of retro�tting (strengthening) techniques, and strain
rate e�ects. Besides, the e�ect of explosions on RC walls was
also studied numerically by some researchers including
[70–72]. �e researchers used SDOF method of structural
analysis as a means of preliminary analysis and suggested the
method for rough estimations.

Many researchers studied behavior and dynamic re-
sponse of RC bridge columns and piers subjected to blast
loads. Researchers [73–84] studied e�ect of blast loads under
di�erent parameters including scaled distances, blast load
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Figure 5: Stress-strain curves: (a) concrete and (b) reinforcing steel.
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Figure 4: Elastoplastic material models: (a) elastic-perfect plastic model and (b) elastic-plastic with kinematic hardening.
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types, presence of different superstructural axial loads,
different location of explosives along height of piers, strain
rate effects, and respective damage mitigation techniques.

In previous studies [85–88], considerations were also
given for study of entire frame system of a buildings and
bridge structures under synergetic effects of combined blast-
impact loads resulting partial or total progressive collapse.
)ese studies offered peek into blast and impact loading
fragility of a structure in global and local level with specified
probability to failure. After separating FEA models with
typical class, capacity, and performance criteria, failure
probability of a multi-story framed building was evaluated
by using a key performance indicator [85–87]. )is type of
probabilistic risk analysis enables the researchers to trace
and capture different fragility levels and respective damage
states of framed structures. In addition to this, Kumar and
Matsagar [88] determined blast fragility and sensitivity of a
steel braced ordinary moment resisting frame system. After
employing Kinney and Graham’s approach, the authors
proposed different blast scenario with surface blast origins
and argued sensitivity case of standoff distance on behavior
of blast fragility of moment resisting frames.

Computational models of framed structures prone to
extreme loading induced effects, especially progressive
collapse cases, were investigated by a few authors [89–91]. A
study on failure probability of a steel frame systems against
extremists attack from a planned explosion case was con-
ducted by Ding et al. [89]. After developing a 3D nonlinear
macro-basedmodel with 10 stories, the researchers were able
to predict and trace the failure propagation of the system.
Likewise, the authors in [90, 91] conducted a stochastic
analysis for a 10- and 30-story framed building against
progressive collapse induced by abnormal loads by using
both probabilistic and deterministic analysis methods.
When comparing the conventional deterministic with
probabilistic analysis, results from numerical analysis
revealed the former one is sufficient and effective to capture
collapse event predicted by DOD [1] with probability of 5%.
On the other hand, for some sensitive RC buildings with low
collapse risk, probabilistic analysis was found to be
preferable.

)e failure modes of a structure subjected to blast in-
duced shock wave mainly depend on both explosive loading
parameters (overpressure, time duration, and impulse) and
structural characteristics (geometry, boundary conditions,
and material properties). Researchers [8, 41, 92] presented
local and global damage profiles for a reinforced concrete
member subjected to blast induced shock waves. According
to Appuhamilage [92], global and local failure modes de-
pend on scaled distances. For a small-scaled distance blast
scenarios, a compressive stress with large magnitude hits
front face of a structure and travel though thickness of then
medium which in turn reflects at the back face resulting in
local failure modes including spalling, scabbing, and per-
foration (Figures 6(a) and 6(b)). On the other hand, for a far-
field explosion events, blast load can be assumed to be
uniformly distributed and when this uniform pressure is
applied on impacted face of a structure, some induced global
failures such as flexural and shear failures can be observed.

In cases of flexural failure modes, a structure is associated
with plastic hinges (Figure 6(c)). In contrary, shear failures
are associated with less significant deformations but large
breakage of intact element around supports revealing a
direct shear (Figure 6(d)).

Furthermore, Gholipour et al. [6] illustrated a damage
profile for a bridge column under different blast loads
(Figure 7). In their research, the authors revealed shear
failure modes commonly absorbed when bridge columns are
prone to small scaled distance blast scenarios. whereas
flexural mode of failures incurred for large scaled distance
blast loading cases.

4.2. Response of Structures under Impact Load. )e effects of
impact load on beams and columns were studied numeri-
cally by various authors [93–101]. Impact velocity, mass, and
use of composites were parameters taken for their study and
crack patterns and damage modes were extracted and
presented in their research articles. On the other hand,
researchers [102, 103] revealed an experimentally reported
data on response and performance of RC slabs subjected to
impact load. Similarly, numerical studies [104–109] and
experimental studies [110–117] on RC slabs under low-
velocity impact loading scenario were investigated. Fur-
thermore, mass concrete [118, 119] under impact load ac-
companied by different strain rates was also studied.

Recent numerical studies on impact load caused by ei-
ther vessel or vehicular truck collisions on bridge piers were
investigated by a few researchers [120–125]. )e research
parameters included by the aforementioned authors include
impact velocity, mass of striker, different strength of ma-
terials, and uses of composites. In their result, the re-
searchers reported different findings on crack width,
patterns, and failure types of bridge piers.

Structures prone to impact load reveal different failure
mode when compared with other loading cases such as static
loads. Various authors [8, 105, 109, 112, 117] presented local
and global damage profiles for a reinforced concrete member
subjected to impact load. In their study, the authors con-
cluded that severity of damage mainly depends on impac-
tor’s velocity and drop weight. )e local damage failure
modes were created by stress wave propagation responses,
i.e., on contact point of a striker and struck body
(Figures 7(a) and 7(b)), whereas global failure is mainly
caused before an impactor penetrates a structure and this
type of failure may result in onset of cracks with irregular
paths on compression and tension zones which finally grows
to global shear and flexural damage (Figures 7(c) and 7(d)).
In other words, tensile cracks are formed by tensile flexural
stresses and they can be mapped when in-plane normal
stresses exceed concrete tensile strength.

Furthermore, Gholipour et al. [6] presented a damage
profile for a bridge column under different impact loads
(Figures 8 and 9). According to the researchers, shear failure
modes commonly take place when bridge columns are prone
to high velocity impact loads. On the other hand, combined
flexural-shear and flexural mode of failures are responsible
for collision loads with lower impact velocities.
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Figure 8: Impact response of RCmember: (a) transmission of stress wave; (b) local damage point; (c) global flexural failure; (d) global shear
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4.3. Structures under Combined Blast-Impact Load. )e re-
sponse and failure (damage) modes of structures depend on
both loading and structural characteristics, which can be
classified into two, namely, global and local failure modes.
)e type of failure (damage) mode also depends on explosive
characteristics, material strength, boundary condition, ge-
ometry, and speed of impactor (impact velocity).

)e means for initiation of spalls on RC member de-
scribe the propagation of stress waves into two phases,
namely, compression wave and tensile wave propagations.
In other words, when an explosive material is detonated and
results in large shock wave accompanied by an impactor
fragmented body that strikes a given wall, then a com-
pression wave is induced to the system and travel up to free
end of a concrete member at rear side; respective coun-
terbalancing stress is bounced back which is termed as
tensile wave propagation stages. )us, based upon magni-
tude of the load, researchers insisted creation of small cracks
(small magnitude) and severe damage spallation (large
magnitude). Here, researchers [3, 6–10, 27] claimed such
kind of spallation is a means of difference between com-
pression and tension capacities of concrete.

4.4. Beams and Columns under Combined Effects of Blast and
Impact Loads. Reinforced concrete beams [8–10] and col-
umns [6, 7, 11] were explicitly investigated under synergetic
effects of combined blast and impact loads. Zhongxian and
Yanchao [12] also developed a new method for progressive
collapse analysis of framed building structures prone to blast
and impact loads.

Gholipour et al. [8] proposed a novel literature implying
damage indices on basis of residual flexural and shear ca-
pacities of a RC beam member. )e researchers examined
sensitivity of specimens under different combinations of
loading schemes. Since there was no experimentally reported
data on the synergetic effects of combined effects of blast and
impact loads on RC beam, the aforementioned researchers
argued to validate the numerical model by using a separate
experimental specimens tested individually for blast and
impact loads, respectively.

In their study, the authors reported sever damage,
especially spall-off failure type emerged when impact
loading was allowed to strike first before induced shock
wave strikes a beam. Furthermore, extra severe damage and
large residual displacement were observed when an ex-
plosion event was designed to act at exact time of peak-
displacement of a beam. Moreover, the proposed shear and
flexural failure damage indices were found to be dependent
on parameters including striking velocity and loading
sequences.

Gholipour et al. [9] evaluated nonlinear dynamic be-
havior and damage modes of a simply supported RC beams
subjected to combined impact-blast loading. Similar to [8],
this study was conducted by considering different combined
loading scenarios with different sequences and respective
time lag. Among from available different rate of impacts
(low, middle, and high rates), a middle-rate impact load and
moderate-explosive energy loading case were designed to be

imposed to mid-height of a beam.When blast induced shock
wave hit a beam prior to a striking impactor body, a local
damage typically spalling type of failure was detected at
concrete cover zones of a beam and global direct shear
failures generated at supports. Conversely, when an im-
pactor struck an RC beam before an explosion was deto-
nated, critical local damage (spalling) and large
displacement were observed. In addition to different pa-
rameters, the researchers [9] studied effect of time duration
for impactor. From this point of view, their FEA result
showed more severe damage and large-residual displace-
ments emerged for time when an explosion was allowed to
be detonated on exact time of free vibration stage of a
specimen.

In reinforced concrete structures, a strain compatibility
theory (perfect bond) is assumed at onset of analysis. But this
assumption may lead to erroneous computations unless it is
evaluated for different type of load cases and bond-slip effect
was considered in numerical computations of structures
under combined blast-impact loads. )us, by introducing a
new numerical model which was designed to consider effect
of bond-slip between reinforcement and concrete, Kwak
et al. [10] investigated the effects of combined blast-impact
loads on RC beams. According to Kwak et al. [10], the effect
of bond-slip can be easily captured by using the equivalent
bending stiffness of a member placed around the plastic-
hinge locations and this method of analysis was validated by
experimental data. Based upon correlations obtained from
this study, the researchers emphasized taking into account of
effects of bond-slip.

By proposing three different damage indices, Gholipour
et al. [6] evaluated damage level of a bridge column under
synergetic effects of combined blast-impact loads. In addi-
tion to this, type of impactor (vessel type), impact velocity,
and time lag were also investigated. )e authors considered
two RC girder bridge column with two hollow-section
columns and two typical vessel varying bow configurations.
)en vulnerability assessment of bridge columns under
synergetic effects of blast-impact loads was conducted under
sole blast, impact, and combined loading cases. Also,
Gholipour et al. [6] deployed three damage indices namely
residual axial load, shear force, and flexural moment ca-
pacities of the bridge column. From numerical analysis
results, combined blast-impact load revealed more severe
damage on bridge column than sole blast or impact loads.
Moreover, larger damage indices were obtained for a barge-
pier column collisions than ship-pile’s cap collisions. Bridge
column suffered greater internal forces and displacement
values when sequential blast load was applied simulta-
neously with happening of time of peak impact force.
Damage profiles of bridge column under synergetic effects of
combined blast-impact loading case are depicted in
Figure 10.

Gholipour et al. [7] numerically investigated syner-
getic effect of combined blast and impact loading cases for
axially loaded RC columns. Since there was no experi-
mentally reported data on combined effects of blast and
impact loads on RC column, the researchers were obli-
gated to validate the numerical model by using a separate
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(a)

Figure 10: Continued.
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Figure 10: Summary of FEA numerical simulation failure modes for RC bridge column [6]: (a) different location of loading; (b) only-blast
and combined loading effects.
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experimental specimens tested individually for blast and
impact loads, respectively. To capture different effects of
combined loading scenarios, the researchers considered
different parameters such as loading sequences, time lags,
striking velocities, and presence of different axial load
ratios. To estimate the extent of damage caused by
combined effects, a multi-step loading procedure damage
index value was deployed. Moreover, a simplified nu-
merical model was proposed to trace location of plastic
hinges of studied RC column. To create a stable state, axial
load induced to the system was applied as a ramp which
was designed to be greater than the first periodic time of
the study column.

From the FEA study results, Gholipour et al. [7]
remarked the column was susceptible to severe damage
when a striking body and explosive materials were located at
the same coordinates. For large scaled distances, severe local
damage, especially spallation, was observed for the impact-
blast loading scenario. Large global failures were traced to
happen when sequent blast load was initiated at the exact
time of initial peak striking force. Furthermore, Gholipour
et al. [7] articulated ALR with 0.3 threshold value for RC
columns prone to combined actions of blast and impact
loads. Tables 2–6 present effects of numerous parameters
and failure types in the study of RC beams and columns
under combined blast-impact load, respectively.

Krishnan and Nair [11] conducted a numerical study on
dynamic response of short and long reinforced concrete
column when subjected to combined blast and impact loads.
For the development of the FE models, the researchers
employed ANSYS 19.2. Solid 185 and beam elements were
used for the modelling purpose concrete and reinforcement
bars. Krishnan and Nair [11] conducted a parametric study
and parameters including shapes of a column (square,
rectangle, and circle), aspect ratio (column length and width
ratio), longitudinal reinforcement ratio, and spacing of
transverse reinforcements. Among the three different col-
umn cross-sections of RC column prone to combined blast
and impact loads, circular columns revealed lesser dis-
placement and damage values. From the FEA analysis result,
it is insisted that increasing reinforcement ratios signifi-
cantly drops displacement values. In addition to this, short
RC columns with minimized tie spacing displayed a sig-
nificant role in withstanding the combined blast and impact
load effects. Summary of parameters, damage profiles, and
respective synergetic effects of combined blast and impact
loads on beam and columns are depicted in Tables 2–5.

Moreover, Li and Yanchao [12] proposed a new method
for progressive collapse analysis of RC building.)e proposed
method is accompanied by three stages. First, critical blast-
impact scenario is delineated. Second, non-zero initial con-
ditions and initial damage of the structural members are
derived. Finally, a numerical analysis of structural progressive
collapse with non-zero initial conditions and damaged
structural members is conducted. )e authors claimed that
the new proposed method which accounts for non-zero
structural conditions and does not require a comprehensive
modelling of a structure under synergetic effects overcomes
the disadvantage of conventional analysis method.

4.5. Slabs, Plates, and Walls under Combined Effects of Blast
and Impact Loads. A few studies [13, 14] investigated the
dynamic effects of combined blast-impact load on RC slabs.
Likewise, the authors [3, 15–18] numerically and experimen-
tally studied combined effects of blast and fragment loading on
walls. Also, the researchers [19–25] studied combined blast-
impact loading scenario on different panels with composites
and laminates. Furthermore, the combined effect of afore-
mentioned loading scenario was also investigated on mass
concrete by some researchers including [4, 26, 27].

Tao et al. [13] experimentally and numerically investi-
gated damage characteristics of RC slab prone to combined
blast and fragment load cases. )e study RC slab had 40mm
thickness and was designed to be loaded with blast induced
shock wave and respective fragments. )e authors used a
nonlinear dynamic computational program AUTODYN’s
smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method to trace
and capture fragment loads. Furthermore, the authors
proposed empirical formulas to characterize RC slab damage
prediction. In their experimental test results, the researchers
revealed for large scaled distance RC slab panel was exposed
to damage limited in minor zones. In contrary, for a
combined blast-impact load scenario accompanied by close-
ranges, RC slab was observed to be susceptible to large holes
and craters. Consequently, their numerical simulation re-
sults exhibited a large effect of scaled distance, i.e., explosive
charge mass and standoff distance.

Linz et al. [14] numerically evaluated damage paths and
failure types of a reinforced concrete slab. )e generated
FEA model was validated with both experimental and an-
alytical methods and using the advantage of symmetry, only
quarter size scaled FEA model was employed throughout
their study. )e nonlinear explicit FEA packaged program
LSDYNA was used to trace damage extents, crack patterns,
and shrapnel effects of fragments. In order to create a stable
solution, the researchers deployed two-step systems on
which striking body was allowed to hit the slab within 50 μs
and then by clearing the remaining fragments, a successor
load (blast induced shock wave) detonated with 10ms time
of duration. )e study claimed importance of considering
fragment speed intensity. In other words, when fragment
speed was increased from 1650m/s to 1780m/s, a significant
damage and different sized craters was obtained.

Likewise, numerical studies on combined effects of blast
and fragment loading on RC walls were conducted by
[3, 15–18]. )e response of reinforced concrete slab when
subjected to combined blast and fragment loading was
studied by Sepncer andWei [15]. )e researchers deployed a
numerical computational method accompanied by a non-
linear FE packaged software LSDYNA and for use of ma-
terial data, C-35 concrete and S-460 rebar were taken into
account. Spencer and Wei [15] explicitly evaluated syner-
getic effects of blast and fragment loadings on different
arrangement of rebars and boundary conditions of RC slab.
After extracting and analyzing postprocessed data from
LSDYNA, the researchers inferred increasing number of
reinforcement bars in a RC slab and imposing a fixed
boundary condition enables the slab to absorb enormous
damage and displacement values.
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Experimental investigation on dynamic response
mechanism and damage propagation stages of RC wall
accompanied by combined blast induced shock wave and
fragmented impact loads was performed by Linz et al. [16].
Table 7 shows damage modes of experimentally tested RC
wall. From experimental test results, the authors articulated
the effect of combined blast and fragment loads in terms of
damage evolutions. )e blast load caused mainly defor-
mation; on the other hand, impact loads was responsible for
major severe local damage and craters. )e combined effects
of the aforementioned loads were severe in such a way that
large diameter craters and spalling were observed at back
face which then was accompanied by further bending de-
formation and diagonal cracks propagating towards sup-
ports. )e authors urged the use of synergetic combined
effects of blast and fragment loads in design of concrete
elements.

Moreover, Nyström et al. [3] numerically studied
synergetic effects of blast and impact loads on RC wall
strip. Since there was no experimentally reported data on
combined effects of blast and impact loads on RC wall
strip, the researchers validated their numerical model by
using a separate experimental specimens tested individ-
ually for blast and impact loads, respectively. )e authors
extracted the combination of arrival times and estimated
effects of different loading sequences using single degree
of freedom (SDOF) method of analysis. Figure 11 depicts
displacement-time history plot for different load cases and
peak displacement is obtained from combined loading
scenario.

In addition to the SDOF method of structural analysis,
Nyström et al. [3] deployed a nonlinear computational
program (AUTODYN) with Lagrangian solver technique.
By extracting displacement-time, velocity-time history, and

Table 2: Summary of different parameters and respective effects on RC beams subjected to combined blast and impact loads.

Author (s) Analysis
method Parameter lists Remark

Gholipour et al.
[8]

FEA
(LS-DYNA)

Reinforcement
configurations

Increasing the rate of impact from 2m/s to 12m/s, makes specimen failure
mode in shear and flexure

(i) Low shear (L22S6)
(ii) Low flexure (L12S12)
(iii) Sufficient shear-flexure
(L22S10)
Loading sequences Impact-blast and blast-impact load scenario revealed local spallation and

direct shears, respectively(i) Impact-blast load
(ii) Blast-impact load
Time lags

Large flexural bending moments were obtained when the sequential
explosion detonated at the time of peak bending moment

(i) Low-rate impact (2m/s)
(ii) Middle-rate impact
(6.86m/s)
(iii) High-rate impact
(12m/s)

Gholipour et al.
[9]

FEA
(LS-DYNA)

Loading sequences
Severe damage (spallation) was obtained beneath the depth of the beam(i) Impact-blast load

(ii) Blast-impact load
Time lags

Increasing the time lag from 2.1ms to 20ms revealed global shear failure
mode

(i) tL � 2.1ms
(ii) tL � 5.0ms
(iii) tL � 10ms
(iv) tL � 20ms
Beam depths

Both peak and residual displacements increase when decreasing the beam
depth

(i) D1 � 0.15m
(ii) D2� 0.20m
(iii) 3� 0.25m

Gholipour et al.
[9]

FEA
(LS-DYNA)

Span lengths
While changing the span length from 0.9m to 1.9m, large flexural bending

moment was obtained
(i) L1 � 0.9m
(ii) L2�1.4m
(iii) L3�1.9m
Longitudinal reinforcements Increasing flexural steel ratio drops the damage index values and the path

of damage(i) Low flexure (C13T16)
(ii) High flexure (C20T25)
Transverse reinforcements

Beam with sufficient shear detail had small spalls
(i) Low shear (Vt � 6mm @
15 cm)
(ii) Sufficient shear
(Vt � 16mm @ 5 cm)
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Table 3: Summary of FEA numerical simulation failure modes for RC beam under combined blast and impact loads [8].

Failure modes of RC beam for different loading sequences Failure modes of RC beam for different reinforcement details

Only blast
loading

ν = 2 m/s

ν = 6.86 m/s

ν = 12 m/s

Extensive shallow spallation
Flexural
damages

in shear
Beam collapse

in flexure

Fringe level

L22S6 L12S12
Global shear damages

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Blast-impact load case Impact-blast load case
Blast-impact loading Impact-blast loading

Global shear damages local crushing Global shear damages

Severe spallation

Cross-sectional breach damage

Local shear
failure

Direct shear failures

Flexural-shear failure

v = 2 m/s

v = 6.86 m/s

v = 12 m/s

plastic hinge Fringe level
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Low-shear reinforcement Low-flexure reinforcement

Failure modes of RC beam for different rates of loading

Low-rate (2m/s) Middle-rate
(6.86m/s) High-rate (12m/s)

Only
imapct

td = 2.8 ms
(Peak impact

force)

td = 4 ms
(Peak shear
at supports)

td = 9.1 ms
(Peak moment
at mid-span)

td = 16.4 ms
(Peak response

at the mid-span)

Impact
+

blast
Only

imapct

Impact
+

blast

Only
imapct
Impact

+
blast

Only
imapct

Impact
+

blast

Trapped stress Final damaged state

Global shear
damage

Spallation

Fringe level
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Only
imapct

Impact
+

blast

Only
imapct

Impact
+

blast

Only
imapct

Impact
+

blast

Trapped stress Final damaged state

Global shear damages

Severe spallation

Cross-sectional breach

td = 2.1 ms
(Peak impact

force)

td = 5.5 ms
(Peak moment at
mid-span & Peak
shear at supports)

td = 14.4 ms
(Peak

displacement
at mid-span)

Fringe level
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Only
imapct

Impact
+

blast

Only
imapct

Impact
+

blast

Only
imapct

Impact
+

blast

Trapped stress Final damaged state

td = 1.1 ms
(Peak impact

force)

td = 2.7 ms
(Peak moment
at mid-span)

td = 21 ms
(Peak

displacement
at mid-span)

Fringe level
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Global shear damage

Local shear plug

Plastic hinge

Zhang et al. [9]
Failure modes of RC beam for different time lags Failure modes of RC beam for different depths

tL = 2.1 ms

tL = 20 ms

tL = 10 ms

tL = 5 ms

Only
impact
Impact

+
blast

Only
impact

Impact
+

blast

Only
impact

Impact
+

blast

Only
impact
Impact

+
blast

Trapped stress Final damge state

Global shear damges

Low spallation

Moderate
spallation

Severe spallation
(breach)

0.15x0.25 m

0.15x0.2 m

0.15x0.15 m

Only blast loading Combined impact-blast loading

0.52 m

0.6 m

0.68 m

Moderate spallation

Severe spallation

Failure modes of RC beam for different span lengths: (a) 0.9m; (b) 1.4m; (c) 1.9m

Only blast loading Impact-blast loading

0.58 m

0.62 m

0.6 m

Low spallation

Moderate spallation

Severe spallation
(breach)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Table 3: Continued.

Failure modes of RC beam for different loading sequences Failure modes of RC beam for different reinforcement details
Gholipour et al. [9]

Failure modes of RC beam for different longitudinal reinforcements: (a) 0.9m; (b) 1.4m; (c) 1.9m

Only blast Impact- blast

Flexural damage

Shallow spallation

Moderate spallation

Extensive shear cracks

0.34 m 0.25 m

0.32 m

(a)

(b)

Failure modes of RC beam for different transverse reinforcement: (a) Vt � 6mm @ 15 cm; (b) Vt � 16mm @ 5 cm

Only blast

Server spallation & local shear plug

Shallow spallation
Flexural cracks

Inclined flexural-shear damages

Impact-blast
Shear damages

0.14 m0.24 m

(a)

(b)

Table 4: Summary of different parameters and respective effects on RC columns prone to combined blast and impact loads.

Author (s) Analysis
method Parameter lists Remark

Gholipour et al.
[6]

FEA
(LS-DYNA)

Loading locations

Collapse of pier column was obtained when the barge impact and
explosion happened on mid height

(i) Ship impact on pier cap, explosion
on pier (S5C5V4TN)
(ii) Barge impact and explosion on
pier cap (B2V1H0TN)
(iii) Barge impact and explosion on
lower pier column (B2V1H4TN)
(iv) Barge impact and explosion on
mid pier column (B2V1H7TN)
Impact velocities

Impact velocity beyond 3m/s, the bridge column tends to fail by
shear failure

(i) Low velocity (1.65m/s)
(ii) Medium velocity (3m/s)
(iii) High velocity (5m/s)
Impact velocities

Time lag shorter than 0.5 s resulted in direct shear failure. Beyond
this time lag, shear and flexural failure

(i) Initiation time-1 (0.09 s)
(ii) Initiation time-2 (0.8 s)
(iii) Initiation time-3 (1.62 s)
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Table 4: Continued.

Author (s) Analysis
method Parameter lists Remark

Gholipour et al.
[7]

FEA
(LS-DYNA)

Loading locations
For near-field loading cases, localized shear failure type was

obtained
(i) Mid-height (IMP0-BLT0)
(ii) Mid-base (IMP1-BLT0)
(iii) Base (IMP1-BLT1)
Loading sequence Under near-field loading events, impact-blast showed larger

damage index than blast-impact load case(i) Impact-blast load
(ii) Blast-impact load
Time lags

Increase of time lag maximizes damage level (spallation) in the
column

(i) TL � 0.121 s
(ii) TL � 0.124 s
(iii) TL � 0.137 s
(iv) TL � 0.160 s

Gholipour et al.
[7]

FEA
(LS-DYNA)

Axial load ratio

Spall type of damage decreases until ALR reaches 0.3
(i) ALR� 0.1
(ii) ALR� 0.3
(iii) ALR� 0.5
(iv) ALR� 0.8
Impactor velocity

Striking velocity with and greater than 3m/s revealed the column
to have a cumulative damage mode accompanied by initiation of

plastic hinges and localized shear failures

(i) Vimpact � 1m/s
(ii) Vimpact � 3m/s
(iii) Vimpact � 5m/s
(iv) Vimpact � 10m/s

Krishnan and
Nair [11]

FEA
(ANSYS)

Column shape For both short and long columns, circular column revealed 2
times lesser deflection when compared to the square and

rectangular columns

(i) Square
(ii) Rectangle
(iii) Circle
Long. reinf. ratio

While increasing the longitudinal reinforcement ratio from 2% to
6%, long and short RC columns minimized the deflection up to

6.3% and 6.08%, respectively

(i) ρl � 2%
(ii) ρl � 3%
(iii) ρl � 4%
(iv) ρl � 5%
(v) ρl � 5%
Tie spacing

For long and short columns, increasing tie spacing from 75mm to
300mm escalated the maximum displacement value by 13.18%

and 15%, respectively

(i) S� 75mm
(ii) S� 100mm
(iii) S� 150mm
(iv) S� 225mm
(v) S� 300mm

Table 5: Summary of FEA numerical simulation failure modes for RC column under combined loading cases [7].

Failure modes of RC column loaded at mid-height with middle-rate, near, and far field loading accompanied by different loading sequences

Combined near-field loading case Combined far-field loading case

Severe
spallation

Moderate
spallation

Local
spallation

Only
impact Blast-impactImpact-blast

Only
blast

Effective
plastic
strain

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Global
flexural
-shear

damage

Global
shear

damage
Global
shear
failure

Severe
spallation

Only
impact Blast-impactImpact-blast

Only
blast

Failure modes of RC column loaded at mid-height with middle-rate, near, and far field loading accompanied by different loading sequences
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Table 5: Continued.
Combined near-field loading case Combined far-field loading case

Shear
damage

Moderate
spallation

Impact
stress

Blast
stress

Blast-impact
stress

Impact-blast
stress

Final
damage

Final
damage

Shear
failure

+
Plastic
hinge

Effective
plastic
strain

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Shear
failure

+
Plastic
hinge

Impact
stress

Blast
stress

Blast-impact
stress

Impact-blast
stress

Final
damage

Final
damage

Shear
failure

+
Plastic
hinge

Failure modes of RC column loaded at by explosive mid and impactor at base points with near-field accompanied by different time lags

TL � 0.121 s TL � 0.124 s TL � 0.133 s TL� 0.160 s

Impact-blast
stress

Impact
stress

Final
damaged

Low
spallation

Impact-blast
stress

Impact
stress

Final
damaged

Moderate
spallation

Impact-blast
stress

Impact
stress

Final
damaged

Shear
damage

Impact-blast
stress

Impact
stress

Effective
plastic
strain

Final
damaged

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Shear
failure

+
Plastic
hinge

Failure modes of RC column loaded at by explosive mid and impactor at base points with far-field accompanied by different time lags

TL � 0.121 s TL � 0.124 s TL � 0.133 s TL � 0.160 s

Impact-blast
stress

Final
damaged

Impact-blast
stress

Final
damaged

Impact-blast
stress

Final
damaged

Impact-blast
stress

Effective
plastic
strain

Final
damaged

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Failure modes of RC column loaded at by explosive and impactor at the mid height accompanied by different time lags

ALR� 0.1 ALR� 0.3 ALR� 0.5 ALR� 0.8Only
impact Impact-blast

Only
blast

plastic
hinges

0.97 m

1 m

1.1 m

Only
impact Impact-blast

Only
blast

plastic
hinges

0.8 m

0.65 m

0.86 m

Only
impact Impact-blast

Only
blast

0.74
m

Local
shear
failure

Only
impact Impact-blast

Only
blast

Effective
plastic
strain

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

plastic
hinges

plastic
hinges
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Table 5: Continued.
Failure modes of RC column loaded at by explosive at mid and impactor at the base point accompanied by different time lags

ALR� 0.1 ALR� 0.3 ALR� 0.5 ALR� 0.8
Only

impact
Combined

impact-blast

Shear
damage

1.21 m

0.59 m

Only
impact

Combined
impact-blast

Shear
damage

Moderate
spallation

Only
impact

Combined
impact-blast

Shear
damage

0.81 m

0.53 m

Only
impact

Combined
impact-blast

Effective
plastic
strain

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

plastic
hinge

Failure modes of RC column loaded at by explosive and impactor at the mid height accompanied by different time lags

Vimpact � 1m/s Vimpact � 3m/s Vimpact � 5m/s Vimpact � 10m/s
Only

impact
Combined

impact-blast

0.9
m

Only
impact

Combined
impact-blast

0.45
m

Plastic
hinges

Only
impact

Combined
impact-blast

Effective
plastic
strain

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Only
impact

Combined
impact-blast

Local
shear
failure

+
Plastic
hinge

Local
shear
failure

Failure modes of RC column loaded at by explosive at mid and impactor at the base point accompanied by different time lags

Vimpact � 1m/s Vimpact � 3m/s Vimpact � 5m/s Vimpact � 10m/s
Only

impact
Combined

impact-blast

0.91
m

Only
impact

Combined
impact-blast

0.75
m

Only
impact

Combined
impact-blast

0.63
m

Effective
plastic
strain
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Only
impact

Combined
impact-blast

1.32
m

0.65
m

Local
shear
failure

+
Plastic
hinge

Failure modes of RC columns with different slenderness ratio loaded by combined blast and impact loads
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damage plots, the researchers evaluated the dynamic re-
sponse of RC wall strip subjected to three loading cases,
namely, (a) only blast load, (b) only fragment impact load,
and (c) combined blast and fragment impact load. Figures 12
and 13 show peak nodal displacement-time and velocity-
time history plot comparisons for different loading cases and
from the plots, it is evident that both displacement and
velocity values were observed to be dominant for combined
blast and fragment impact loads. To elaborate, peak dis-
placement for only blast loading and only fragment
impacting loads was 65.2mm and 13.3mm, respectively. In
contrast, the peak displacement value for the combined blast
and impact loads was 85.7mm.

In addition to the time history plots in Nyström et al.’s
[3] study, FEA results exhibited a damage plot of specimens.
Figures 14–16 illustrate failure modes of the models for
different loading scenario. From Figure 14, it is clear that
large cracks were formed at the rear side of specimen and
yielding of reinforcements was obtained. Figure 15 depicts
that a vast amount of localized damage (crater, scabbing, and
direct shear crack) was retrieved from fragment impact
loaded front and rear sides. For RC wall strip prone to
combined blast and fragmenting impact loads and when
compared to the rest load cases, localized damage especially,
craters at front face and scabbing at rear side developed early
which is clearly severe damage (Figure 16).

Likewise, Grisaro et al. [17] numerically evaluated the
behavior of one-way RC wall subjected to simultaneous
action of blast and fragment impact load. )e authors
conducted a novel research work that was not previously
executed. Due to these reasons, it was found that design
approaches of those researchers were not validated and
supported with previous works. )e developed numerical
model was designed to account for strain rate effects. In
addition to this, to trace the dynamic responses of the FEA
modes, the researchers followed three-step approaches,
namely, approach 1, 2, and 3. Approach 1 considered the
effect of casing by minimizing specific impulse and a
nonuniform spatial distribution of fragments. In contrary,
approach 2 assumes uniform spatial distribution of frag-
ments. Approach 3 was designed to neglect effect of casing.
)e authors’ numerical simulation results showed as com-
pared to all approaches that approach 1 was found to give a
realistic detonation-fragmentation loading scenario.

Furthermore, Ekström [18] was keen to study dynamic
response of RC wall prone to blast induced fragments. In
their numerical simulation, combined damage and plas-
ticity models were deployed, and use of those constitutive
models assisted the analysts to easily trace real behavior of
blast induced dynamic load leading spallation of concrete
wall damage propagation stages. In addition to this, to
evaluation effect of localized plastic strains, a smeared

Table 5: Continued.

Failure modes of long and short RC columns loaded by combined blast and impact loads with 2% reinforcement ratio
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crack approach, and an explicit nonlinear 1D numerical
model for uni-axial response of RC wall prone to blast
induced shock waves accompanied by fragments were
employed. )e numerical analysis result revealed

spallation does not occur when tensile strength of con-
crete is reached. But also, in case of cyclic response from
highly dynamic loads such as blast and impact load,
gradually increased plastic strains of concrete material

Table 6: Summary of experimentally tested damage on reinforced concrete slab subjected to combined blast and impact loads.

Damage of the RC slab under blast induced shock wave and fragment impact loads [13]

Damage and crater sizes of the RC slab under blast induced fragment impact loads [14]

Damage of the RC slab with different rebar arrangement subjected to combined blast-impact loads [15]

Damage of the RC slab with different boundary conditions prone to combined blast-impact loads [15]
Fixed support Pinned support
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were observed. Table 6 lists some of experimentally re-
ported damage modes for different members.

Recent studies on structures designed to have sufficient
ductility and ability to deform in a controlled forced
excitations were conducted. For instance, [19–25] exam-
ined performance of different panels with composite
material formulations. Santosa et al. [19] experimentally
and numerically investigated response of aluminum foam
sandwiched (AFS) structures prone to blast induced
fragments. Structural integrity, acceleration, and support
reaction forces were extracted to evaluate blast effec-
tiveness of proposed structure (panel). For numerical

analysis, the researchers employed two blast load applying
methods, namely, load blast enhanced (LBE) and smooth
particle hydrodynamic methods. )e LBE method was not
able to capture circle-shaped perforation damage on AFS
panel; thus the researchers concluded, from the available
blast load modelling techniques, that the SPH method was
found to be effective in giving an excellent result on failure
mode.

A novel work on synergetic effects of combined blast and
single fragment load was executed by Li et al. [20] where the
researchers used a composite projectile system comprised of
aluminum foams. Both experimental and numerical
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Figure 11: SDOF-based displacement-time history plot for different loading cases [3].

Table 7: Summary of different parameters and respective effects on slab panels subjected to combined blast and fragment impact loads.

Author (s) Analysis method Parameter lists Remark

Tao et al. [13] FEA (AUTODYN) and
experimental

Loading
sequence )e synergetic effect of blast-impact load made a slab to have

severe damage on the back face(i) Stage-one
(ii) Stage-two
(iii) Stage-three
Scaled distance

Increase in chargemass and decrease in standoff distances, creates
severe damage (holes) on a slab

(i) Charge mass
(ii) Standoff
distance
Location of
explosive )e explosive located on ground 4m far from a wall yields smaller

blast and fragment impulses(i) On-ground
(ii) Above-
ground

Grisaro and
Dancygier [21] Analytical and Experimental

Shape of
fragments

Sharp-nose shapes had larger pressure values as compared to
other fragment shapes

(i) UFC fragment
(ii) Flat nose
(iii) Sharp
fragment
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Figure 14: Damage in RC wall strip loaded with only blast load [3].
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investigations were conducted to evaluate the effect of cased
and uncased explosion scenarios. Li et al. [20] used a high
velocity impact of very porous homogenous metal foam
projectiles which can easily simulate and represent blast in-
duced shock waves. )e authors concluded that the arrival
time of blast induced shock waves and single fragments plays
a significant role in terms of residual velocity of clamped plate.

Similarly, Grisaro and Dancygier [21] proposed a new
simplifiedmethod for multiple fragment impulse assessment
of combined blast and impact loads. Grisaro and Dancygier
[21] used an analytically simplified approach to validate
experimental works. )ough the proposed simplified ap-
proach does not trace and capture history of pressure versus
time, it does give a good agreement on behalf of fragment
impulses. Moreover, the authors claimed that the explosion
event with large scaled distances had lower blast induced
shock wave impulses and higher contribution accompanied
by different shaped fragment induced impact loads.

Moreover, Santosha et al. [22] numerically evaluated a
novel work on impact-blast energy loads absorption perfor-
mances of a structural model with sandwichmetal-foam plates.
From the authors’ nonlinear FEA results, displacement, ve-
locity, and acceleration time history were extracted to trace
energy absorption performance of aforementioned structural
model. A parametric study on effects of foam thickness,
sandwich plate configuration, foam densities, and panel ma-
terial variations was conducted. A summary of parameter lists
and effectiveness of the parameters is listed in Tables 7 and 8.

Nowadays, studies on protective structures subjected to
blast induced fragments are profoundly important. Furqan
et al. [23] studied the effectiveness of plates and stiffened
plate structures for a blast induced penetrations. )e re-
searchers designed different models with and without
stiffeners. )e stiffener panels range from single crossed
stiffener with only one and two sides of the plate.)e authors
performed explicit nonlinear FEA using LS-DYNA software
program to evaluate impact energy absorption capacity,
displacement, velocity, and acceleration time history results.
Parametric study lists and respective effects are summarized
in Tables 9 and 10.

Likewise, Kong et al. [24] numerically and experimen-
tally examined combined effects of blast induced shock wave
and fragment loads for metal cased multi-layer plates (cabin
walls). )e proposed multi-layer structure was designed to
have some compartments including decks and holes on bulk
head. From the experimental test, the performance and
endurance of a stiffened plates were examined by utilizing
deformation and rupture of a specimen. Numerical simu-
lation was performed by utilizing AUTODYN program
accompanied by coupled features of Eulerian-Lagrangian
and spatial particles hydrodynamic-Lagrangian methods.
From the numerical analysis results, decreasing in standoff
distances increased plastic strain values of cabin walls. Even
though thin-metal plate cabins were stiffened, the proposed
means of strengthening was not enough to resist projectiles
penetration. Moreover, numerical analysis revealed that the

Top view

Reinforcement side

Middle of wall strip

Figure 15: Damage in RC wall strip loaded with only fragment impacts [3].

Top view

Reinforcement side

Middle of wall strip

Figure 16: Damage in RC wall strip loaded with simultaneous blast and fragmented impact loads [3].
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Table 8: Summary of different parameters and respective effects on metal-foam Sandwich panels prone to combined blast-fragment impact
loads.

Author (s) Analysis
method Parameter lists Remark

Santosha et al.
[22]

FEA (LS-
DYNA)

Single-plate (SP)
thickness

Increasing thickness of SP minimizes displacement values(i) SP 4 (t� 4mm)
(ii) SP 6 (t� 6mm)
(iii) SP 8 (t� 8mm)
Sandwich metal plate
(SMP) thickness Even though increases in thickness of SMP significantly minimize

displacement values, it was not effective in decreasing acceleration(i) SMP 10 (t� 10mm)
(ii) SMP 12 (t� 12mm)
(iii) SMP 14 (t� 14mm)
Sandwich foam plate
(SFP) density

Increasing SFP density results in a decrease in nodal velocities and
accelerations

(i) SFP 0.42 (ρ� 0.42 g/
cm3)
(ii) SFP 0.49 (ρ� 0.49 g/
cm3)
(iii) SFP 0.70 (ρ� 0.70 g/
cm3)

Table 9: Summary of different parameters and respective effects on stiffened and curved panels under blast and impact loads.

Author (s) Analysis
method Parameter lists Remark

Furqan et al.
[23]

FEA (LS-
DYNA)

Unstiffened (U) flat panel
charge masses

While reducing charge mass by half, increase in standoff distance
maximizes nodal displacement by double

(i) U 0.08925 kg
(ii) U 0.1785 kg
(iii) U 0.26675 kg
(iv) U 0.08925 kg
Unstiffened (U) flat panel
standoff distances Decrease in standoff distance significantly increases displacement and

velocity values(i) U 10
(ii) U 15
(iii) U 20

Furqan et al.
[23]

FEA (LS-
DYNA)

Flat plate with stiffener
configuration Stiffeners with double layout placed under each side of the panel reveal a

significant drop in acceleration values(i) No stiffener
(ii) Single stiffener
(iii) Double stiffener
Plate configuration

)e concave plate configuration exhibits an enormous decrease in peak
displacement values

(i) Flat
(ii) Convex
(iii) Concave

Table 10: Summary of different parameters and respective effects on mass concrete target and concrete blocks under combined blast and
fragment impact loads.

Author (s) Analysis method Parameter lists Remark

Yang et al. [4] FEA (AUTODYN) and
experimental

Concrete
strength Damage and penetration depth for normal-strength concrete was

large(i) Normal-
strength
(ii) High-strength
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use of holes at longitudinal bulkheads should rather be
aligned in transverse direction.

)e dynamic response of a stainless-steel plate when
subjected to combined blast and sand impact loading was
experimentally and numerically evaluated by Børvik et al.
[25]. )e authors deployed a fully coupled discrete particle
finite element method of analysis to study and to capture

physical interactions between explosive material and sand
particles (dry and saturated sand). )e authors inferred that
explosive products with wet sand material revealed larger
displacement values for different scaled distances.

Some studies urge considering the synergetic effects of
combined blast and fragment impact loads on mass con-
crete. Lu et al. [26] experimentally examined damage

Table 10: Continued.

Author (s) Analysis method Parameter lists Remark

Leppanen et al.
[27]

FEA (AUTODYN) and
experimental

Load case

Large penetration and damage were obtained for combined load
case

(i) Only-
fragment
(ii) Blast-
fragment
Boundary
condition Stress wave in free and fixed BC showed tensile and compressive

wave, respectively(i) Free BC
(ii) Fixed BC

Table 11: Summary on FEA numerical simulation failure modes for mass concrete under combined explosion and penetrations projectile
loads.

Damage propagations of different strength of mass concrete accompanied with penetration-explosion load case [4]
Normal strength concrete

(a) t = 0.5 ms (b) t = 3 ms (c) t = 5 ms (d) t = 10 ms (e) t = 60 ms

High strength concrete

(a) t = 0.5 ms (b) t = 3 ms (c) t = 5 ms (d) t = 10 ms (e) t = 60 ms

Damage profile for concrete block subjected to simultaneous blast induced shock wave and fragment impact load with different boundary
conditions [27]: (a) free and (b) fixed boundary conditions

(a) (b)
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extents and failure modes of mass concrete when subjected
to combined blast explosion and fragment penetration load
cases. )e researchers’ novel work focuses on evaluation of
penetration effects of projectiles, typically penetration
speed and charge mass. )e researchers designed coupled
effect of explosion and fragment penetrations by clustering
tests into two phases.)e first stage encompasses a shot of a
30mm caliber gun to a mass concrete target accompanied
by a field based RDX explosion. From the experimental test
results, it was observed that the damage properties and
paths of mass concrete susceptible to combined effects of
explosion and fragment penetration impact loads were
complicated in nature. )e researchers advocated that in-
creasing impact coefficient of penetration of projectile mass
(momentum) significantly affected by decreasing capacity of
concrete mass. Besides, the authors articulated thickness of a
concrete mass affects dynamic response of mass concrete.

Yang et al. [4] characterized damage modes of mass
concrete target by simulating tip edge of concrete gravity
dam when subjected to combined blast and impact loads.
With the help of a nonlinear FEA packaged computational
program (AUTODYN), the authors proposed three internal
explosion models for the sake of computing effect of initial
penetration processes and respective failures of a high-ve-
locity projectile motion effects on damage modes of a
specimen (mass concrete target).)is was done by deploying
advantages of symmetry accompanied by use of a spatial
particles hydrodynamic-Lagrange based algorithm. )e
authors were able to assess damage performance of mass
concrete with different concrete grade. )eir results showed
severe damage and less projectile impact load bearing ca-
pacity for mass concrete with normal strength concrete than
high strength concrete. )is implies that mass concrete
strength has great influence on determination of damage
modes and penetration depths and craters. )e diagram-
matic plots presented in Table 11 represent the extent of
damage for a concrete with different strength classes (normal
and high strength) under penetrating-explosion load sce-
nario, on which the penetration was applied prior to ex-
plosion. As shown in Table 11, combined loads failure
mechanism of high-strength concrete differs as compared to
normal strength concrete.

Likewise, Leppanen [27] revealed an experimentally
reported data on concrete block subjected to simultaneous
combined action of blast and fragment impact loads.
Further, Lagrangian-based numerical simulation was ex-
ecuted to evaluate dynamic response of concrete block
under different standoff distances. )e research work gives
an insight to ways of tracing damage propagations of mass
concrete under simultaneous combined blast and fragment
impact loads under two different boundary conditions
(BC), namely, free and fixed restraints. )e numerical FEA
was performed by using an explicit nonlinear computa-
tional program (AUTODYN) and during the simulation,
use of symmetry allowed the researcher to use quarter size-
scaled model. Forsake of simplification and ease of com-
parisons, two types of load cases were taken, namely, (a)
only blast load and (b) combined blast and fragment impact
loads. Table 12 exhibits a comparison of damage

propagations in FEA models accompanied by aforemen-
tioned BCs. )eir results show that large damage was
obtained for combined load case compared to fragment-
only load case.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a state-of-the art review on structures under
synergetic combined effects of blast and impact loads is
presented. Literature reviews on design guidelines for
analysis and design of structures under accidental loads are
discussed and thoroughly reviewed in accordance with re-
spective key features. Mass concrete blocks and various
structural components including beams, columns, slabs,
panels, and walls subjected to blast induced shock waves and
fragment impact loads are also exclusively reviewed based on
referring extended literature databases. )e nature of
loading mechanisms for simultaneous combined loading
cases, dynamic response of the aforementioned structures,
and ways of respective damage mitigation techniques are
also discussed. )e review considers two types of combined
loading sequences, namely, blast-impact and impact-blast
load cases.

)is study implies neither current design guideline
manuals (code of practices) nor designers account syn-
ergetic effects of combined blast and impact loads.
Moreover, this paper shows presence of extensive ex-
perimental |data on structures prone to only-blast and
only-impact loading whereas very few experimental in-
vestigations were available on structures susceptible to
synergetic combined effects of blast and impact loads. )e
experimentally reported data were found to be scarcest in
cases of beams and columns members. Due to this reason,
currently, most researchers were forced to validate nu-
merical models independently from previous only-impact
and only-blast load experiments.

FE numerical models were efficient in capturing step-by-
step progress of dynamic analyses and failure modes. Also,
FEA results showed that impact-blast load case on which
impact load was applied prior to blast induced shock waves
aggravated damage was observed as compared to blast-
impact load cases. Particularly, global failures were severely
dependent on applied load sequence, i.e., when blast induced
shock wave was detonated at time of initial peak impact
force. On the contrary, for a load case when explosive and
impactor were very close to a specimen (near-field effect),
failure modes were not dependent on sequence of applied
loads. In addition to this, the majority of researchers urged
the community to study the effects of parameters such as
loading locations, time lags, presence of axial loads, scaled
distances, striking properties like size of impactor, and
striking velocity. )ose parameters affect dynamic response
and damage modes of structures under combined blast and
impact loads.

Finally, it is worthy to note there is a need to study
synergetic effects of combined blast and impact loads at
structural member level i.e., beams and columns, and the
entire assembled global structural behavior through ex-
perimental investigations and high-end FEA.
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Moreover, development and application of fragility
models for framed structures under combined blast-im-
pact loading cases are also required to be investigated as
future research work to get deep insight into the behavior
of framed structures under combined blast and impact
loading.
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